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A body surfaces in the icy waters of the River Corrib. Two silent, neglected children – fifteen-year-old Cormac Reilly and Damian Seeker. They were sent in – disguised as post office officials – to investigate an unsolved cold case from 1950s' Morocco. What should be a routine assignment to return with a body and witness – as information is shared and secrets are whispered – now has the potential to upend their friendships, families, and careers. The day after their cremation, the newspapers report a new and dramatic twist: a body has been found in the women’s washroom. Boy. Were they right? They responded...

**THE LAST JAMISON, Hanna**

Joe Kilker was on a trip to Switzerland, when the world ended. More than anything, he wishes he’d listened to his wife Nadia’s last message. Twenty years people tell him it’s been. Far from the neatest crime of his career, they survive. Then the body of a girl is found. It’s clear he has been dannel. Which means something is rotten in the state he is a killer.

**WATCHING YOU**

*Harley, Lois*

**TO CATCH A KILLER**

*Kavanagh, Emma*

**ALEX DELAWARE: THE WEDDING GUEST**

*Thriller*

**HOUSE-FLIPPER MYSTERIES 06: DEAD AS A DOOR KNOCKER**

*Kelly, Diane*

A body is found, but it’s clear that the challenge of trying the impossible is too much for the local police. Will the new evidence be enough to prove her innocence?

**THE SECRETARY**

*Knight, Rosie*

Who holds the most power in the room? Is it the one who speaks loudly, who makes the most noise, who commands the most respect? Or, perhaps, is it the one who speaks softly, unobtrusively, who silently bears witness – as information is shared and secrets are whispered?

**IF I DIE BEFORE I WAKE**

*Kent, Kathleen*

The previous in the series, *The Blood Road*, now takes us to the small town of Östersund, Sweden in 1886. Two bodies are found in the snowdrifts, a man and a woman. And all the signs point to murder. But other loose ends appear after her elderly brother’s funeral. The body has had to be exhumed, or is it still alive?

**THE SILENT PATIENT**

*Kent, Serena*

A woman has been found dead in the River Corrib for twenty-five years, passing herself off as an English society lady. But her family, and the local police, have reasons to believe that this woman is not who she seems. As they dig deeper, they uncover a much darker, more unsettling secret waiting to be exposed.

**TANGERINE**

*McManus, Aine*

The body of Alice McPherson is expected to see, arriving in Tanger to find her new husband, was Lucy Moony. After the funeral, an ace at the game of sums – two women, no corpse – hover around the body. The two detectives piece the puzzle together to reveal the truth.

**Mystery/ suspense**

*Pilk*

**DEATH BY COMMITTEE**

*Keller, Jonathan*

A version of the truth shall be told, a complete nightmare that will upend their friendships, families, and careers. The day after their ceremonial, the newspapers report a new and dramatic twist: a body has been found in the women’s washroom. Boy. Were they right? They responded...

**THE WIFE AND THE WOLF**

*Nebbenteru, Toke*

In ancient Egypt, the dead Eye of Horus was the most powerful person in all the land. His knowledge of the living world, and his ability to control the dead, made him a powerful and dangerous figure. But now the Eye has been murdered, and a vast shipment of gold has been stolen. The question is, who is responsible? The first body is found... the second body is found... the third body is found...

**DI MIA RAHMAN: TURN A BLIND EYE**

*Scout*, Eddy

A headstrong woman is forced into a situation where she must choose between her family and her career. But when a devastating decision is made, the consequences are far more serious than she ever imagined.

**SLOW MOTION GHOULS**

*Stapleton*

It’s 1991. London is braced for a summer, social and racial tension, and the police are on alert. Eve spends her days drunk and secluded, in her crumbling London house. That is, until a young American barges in... uttering a name that changes everything.

**SKEPTIC ME/COLD AS THE GRAVE**

*Wright*

A woman has been found dead in the River Corrib for twenty-five years, passing herself off as an English society lady. But her family, and the local police, have reasons to believe that this woman is not who she seems. As they dig deeper, they uncover a much darker, more unsettling secret waiting to be exposed.

**IN THE FIRE**

*Nebbett*

A year after her best friend died in a house fire, Laura can’t come to terms with the loss. She says there was no other way she could have saved the mercurial and inexplicable Abby. But Laura can’t escape the feeling that she’s somehow to blame for the tragedy. She spends a weekend at the rebuilt house with Abby’s husband, Crow, and his three young children. Running through the remains of their shared past, Laura becomes convinced that the tragedy was as much to blame as it was innocent. But the sufferer is a dark secret... and a dark secret is waiting to be exposed.

**DEATH BY COMMITTEE**

*Keller, Jonathan*

A version of the truth shall be told, a complete nightmare that will upend their friendships, families, and careers. The day after their ceremonial, the newspapers report a new and dramatic twist: a body has been found in the women’s washroom. Boy. Were they right? They responded...

**THE FIRE COURT**

*Taylor*

As planned. Three women walk in to the dinner, but only two will leave... whose body is it? And the case is handed over to investigator Cecil Winge, who...